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Vladivostok 

PARTICIPANTS: 

US: 	 The Pre sident USSR: General Secy.;~tary Brezh:le,,' 
The Secretary of State Foreign Ivfinistec- Gl'o!nyko 
Mr. Akalo v sky Ambassador Dobrynln 

Mr. St11~hocire ii (interpre tL.1g 

Subject: 	 SALT II, Cyprus 

The President: lvrr. General Secretar,r, 1 have consulbd 'with not onJ.'.t------_., . ) 	 . 
Dr. Kissinger but also others. In a spirit of prog;:ess in the area C'l ::'tr~:.te; 

arnlS lin'litatiol1 as well as other areas ill our relations, we considel'ed the 
various issues before us, in~luding that of bombers. I lenovl you l:.ave deep 
concern about counting ballistic missiles on aircraft. In the spirit of 
progress in our negotiations and broader aspects of our relatio!'lS we cttn 
agree to count any ballistic missile with the range of over 700 kHomete rs 
within the 2400 ceiling. This in effect will mean a serious limitation on 
our capability to use such systems • 

...... \c,/ General Secretal-y Brezhnev:.nv~ So what you are suggesting is that any 

~ ballistic nlissile over 700 kilometers in range should be cO'lUlted as ,.. I . 
one launcher?

..} 
The President: Yes. 

I Generc~l 	Se~.!"eta!y Brezh,'l\.!v: !vir. President, I have hCl'e a sr.'1c:.H 
souveni:c 	for you. Vle also have SOUle more souvenirs else-,<i11ere: bGt I 

CD 
('fj know that you arc a pipe smoker a,nd I thought I '.'/ould give: you th.i.!3 one 

dO 
 now. It 	is a set of pipes and a pipe st<:lnd, 'l"vhich I hope yOl,! will enjoy.Q)WJcn~ ___ 

Q)' (S" 

1.'1 ~
 ~ The :preSident: I '.\,i11 very proudly have this on my desl-;:. I realJy d;::;~'\.rt~ T"""'xIIJ It? ..... J!
,lU • kno',':: how to thank you.t!q(l,)i

WZ 0 
• c"" :8 i Gene.E.~t SE:~'_cta~~ n'['f:~;7,lmev: There will also be a.. sQuvenjr fOl' 1\irs. E\)rd@gg: 
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Thank you very much. I talked with Mrs. Ford this 
morning and I told her that we were having very constructive discussions 
in an excellent atnlosphe reo She is looking forward to meeting 
Mrs. Brezhnev in the United States. 

General Secr~tary Brezhnev: For our part, we would be very pleased to 
see Mrs. Ford in Moscow and we will accord her a very warm WelC01TIC 
when she comes here. 

The President: 'When you come to the United States, I would like to take 
you to the Meriweather Post Estate in Florida. I've, never been there 
myself but I'm told it's a most beautiful place. It was given by Mrs. 
Meriweather Post to the American government. 

The Secretary: To be used as a government guest house. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Mr. President, where is your home? 

The President: I was born in Nebraska, but the home where I was born 
has been torn down. I didn't live in Nebraska too long and spent most 
of my life in Michigan. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: The house in which I was born was an 
apartment building housing a number of families, including ours, Later, 
when I was on the City Council in my hometown, I was once told that thel"e 
was a house in very bad repair and that in fact it was a hazard for the 
fifteen or so families living1:here. So I went to look at the house and it 
turned out to be the one I was born in. As I inspected the house, I saw 
props in the basement to support the first floor, then props on the first 
floor to support the second floor, and so all the way up to the top floor. 
When I said letls get trucks and move out everybody, however, all 
those families came to me and demanded three room apartments. 

The President: When I went to Omaha, Nebraska, I found just an empty 
lot where my house of birth had been. It had been leveled by a bulldozer. 

Mr. General Secretary, I hope you will recognize that over strong 
objections of many of my people, although not all, I have made a really 
significant move which is in the spirit of what we want to achieve here. 
It is a major shift on our part when we agree to include in the aggregate 
ballistic missiles on aircraft. Frankly, this move is not unanimously 
approved on our side, but I made this decision myself in order to break 
the impasse we got into last night after five or six hours of generally' . 
constructive talks. 
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GeriEh·';il·Se~cr-e tary Bre zhnev:' "\-Vhen I went to bed last night, I had difficuL 
falling asleep and k.ept thinking about our talks. I thought they hac! been 
fruitful and reflected a spirit of frankness and respect, both pers onal 
between ourselves and between our two nations. As I was thinking, all 
kinds of figur~s came to rry mind, although in some re~pect I believe it 
is really regrettable that we have to discuss atomic arms at all. 
Personally, I did not have the impression that we were in an impasse. 
After all, these issues have many serious implications and we should not' 
make hasty decisions. Last night, we did not specify bombers, we 
discussed them only in general terms. Today, you put forward an 
interesting suggestion. What we have in mind is that bombers, specificall;, 
ilie B-li s, carrying missiles with a range of up to 600 kilometers be 
counted as one launcher. Bombers carrying missiles with a range from 
600 to 3000 kilometers should be counted according to the number of 
missiles they carry. All bomber-carried missiles over 3000 kilometers 
should be banned. Perhaps this could resolve this entire problem, and 
then we could say that we have made a great contribution to detente. I 
believe this golden medium could solve this problem. 

The Secretary: Ambassador Dobrynin is an expert as regards the 
design of our weaponry. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: He's your chief designer! 

Ambassador Dobrynin: What th~ General Secretary has just suggested is 
basically what you, too, have in mind; the only difference is \vhether 
the lower range should be 600 or 700 kilometers. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: This would be a beautiful solution, 
especially for your side. 

The Secretary: If we abolish the B-1, it would sound even better! 

The President: Mr. General Secretary, a total ban on anything over 
3000 kilometers is a principle that is very hard for me to accept. It 
would look as if we had capitulated in an area where I believe many of 
our people think we should go forward. As far as counting as one unit 
missiles from 600 to 3000 kilometers, 1 don1t think that should be any 
problem. 'But I know that a total bar, on everything over 3000 kilometers 
would be seriously objected to by some of my advisors. In order to 
come to what I believe is a fair proposition in this ve.:y important, 
indeed vital, area I would make a counter-proposal that I think would 
fit very well into what we want to achieve. I would suggest that there', 
be a limit of 200 on your lvURVed heavy missiles so that while \ve \vould 
give up aircraft-carried ballistic missiles with a range of over 3000 
kilometers, you would limit the nUlnber of your MIRVed heavy missiles 
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(At this point, the members of the Soviet gl'OUp engaged in a lively 
discussion among themselves, with Dobrynin arguing in favor of the 
President's sugg,estion and GrOlnyko, on the contrary, telling Brezhnev 
that a limit on Soviet heavy missiles with MIRVs \vas ~)Ut of the question. ) 

The Secretary: To be quite candid, the problem of strategic missiles is 
both strategic and political. Strategically, whether you have a limit or' 
not -- whether you have 200 or 300 heavy missiles with MIRVs -- would 
make no difference as regards the strategic equasion. ,Politically, how
ever, our limit on B-l's should be counterbalanced by your limit on 
heavy missiles. This would be of great help politically and of significant 
symbolic importance in the United States. In principle, you could retain 
300 heavy missiles but MIRV only 200 of them. 

The President: I believe you should recognize that I aITl making a very 
basic decision in banning missiles over 3000 kilometers on our bombers. 
Many of our experts will object to this, but I believe I can make this move 
provided I can say that you have agreed to limit the number of your heavy 
MIRVed missiles to 200. 

General Secretary Brezlmev: But the principle of equal security is not 
observed under such an arrangeITlent. and this is a very important point. 

The Secretary: How is that? 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Missiles over 3000 kilometers can reach 
from Leningrad to the Urals. The distance from Moscow to Kiev 
is only 700 kilometers. Moreover, frankly speaking, such long range 
missiles would be launched from an area not covered by our anti-aircraft 
defenses. The fact is that bombers could fly 5000 kilometers, and if you 
add the range of the missile, which is over 3000 kilometers and could 
be even 5000 kilometers, you can see that our entire country would be 
covered. After all, the distance from Moscow to Vladivostok is 9, 000 
kiloITleters! So there would be no equal security. 

The President: But, Mr. General Secretary, we '\vould count ballistic 
missiles on' aircraft as part of the aggregate of 2400 missiles. So 1 
don't understand the strategic difference, because in order to put a 
missile on a bomber we would have to give up a land-based n'1isslle. 
Our land-based missiles have the same range capability, so that it is 
only a question of choice on our part. 

, 
The Secretary: I have the impression that Mr. Gromyko is rejecting the 
General Secretary's proposal.:- Let rrle sum up the Pre'sident J s suggestion.ORQ <;r
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On tli(:·.:low:er"cnd, the difference is 600 versus 700 kilom.eters. Pm 
sure we could find a solution to this 100-kilometer problem very quickly, 
perhaps in 5 minutes. Then you said that everything over 3000 kilometers 
should be banne~~ The President said that this would be all right provided 
there is a limit of 200 on your MIRVed heavy missiles. But we would 
still count everything bet\yeen 600 and 3000 kilometers as part of the 
aggregate of 2.400. So the only problem is the limit of 2.00 on your 
MIRVed hea'lry missiles. I don't believe you want to 1URV more than 
this number anyway. So this is the only issue. You should keep in mind 
that if there are 10 ballistic missiles on an aircraft, and those missiles 
have a range of over 700 kilometers, they will count against the aggregate. 

(At this point, members of the Soviet team again engaged in consultation 
among themselves, with Dobrynin pointing out that the Secretary ,,"vas 
right that the USSR would not want to MIRV more than 2.00 heavy missiles. 
Brezhnev, supported by Gromyko, maintained that while this might be 
so, the Soviets should retain the right to exceed that number. ) 

General Secretary Brezr...nev: Could we have a fifteen minute break? 

The President: No objection. 

(After the break., the meeting resumed with Mr. Sonnenfeldt joining 
the U. S. group. The break lasted almost an hO\1r.) 

, 
The President: I smoked one of the pipes you gave me, Mr. General 
Secretary!, and I find it excellent. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: 'Doesn't a pipe have to be broken in? 

The President: Yes, it has to be done slowly. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: I have the following question: how would 
the liquidation of one of your submarine bases, that is Rota, we agreed 
upon yesterday be implemented in practi.ce after 1983? 

The Secretary: We would give you a letter just as we did as regards the 
54 Titans. That is our intention. 

Gen~ral Secretary Brezhnev: 'When would you give us such a letter? 

The Secretary: 'When we sign the agreement, in the summ.er. 

The President: ~ 
~ ~.-.-, t"" P"'I .. :"r':~ 
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The Secretary: You would get a letter from, the President that our 
intention is not to use Rota after 1983 

General Secretary Brez!-L"1ev: Mr. President, do you believe that the 
new agreement should be signed in Washington? 

The President: Yes. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Alright, so iet's sum up. The U. S. 
would have the right to have 2400 launchers of all types, on land, on 
the sea, and in the air. The same would apply to the Soviet Union, which 
would be entitled to 2400 launchers of all types, land, sea and air. As 
regards MIRVs. the United States would have 1320 MIRVed vehicles, and 
the USSR would also have 1320 such vehicles. United States aircraft 
carrying missiles \'lP to 600 kilometers would count as one launcher, 
whereas aircraft carrying missiles over 600 kilometers in range would 
be counted according to the number of missiles they carried. In other 
words, if an aircraft carried 15 missiles, it would count as 15 launchers 
if it carried 20, it 'would count as· 20 launchers. All this would be counted 
against the ceiling of 2400. Under this arrangement, we would meet 
each other half way. As regards heavy missiles, there would be no limit 
either for us or for you. Also, as was agreed yesterday, neither we 
nor you would build new silos. Nor would there be a limit on our heavy 
missiles as regards MIRVing. This is what you proposed this morning. 

The Secretary: But these lir,nitations regarding bombers would apply 
to both sides, wouldn't they? 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Of course, on the basis of reciprocity. 

The President: There would be no limit on our capability of over 
3000 kilometers? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Correct, -but each missile over 600 
kilometers would be counted within and against the ceiling. 

The Secretary: I just whispered to the Pr(;sident that I would be willLlg 
to bet any amount that the Sov~et Union will not MIRV over 200 heavy 
,missiles and the United States will not build air missiles v,,·ith a range of 
over 3000 kilometers. But it seems that weapons designers have won. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Well, each side will retain the right tal 
~-'-.~ 

~', "";'.,;-..,proceed in these areas. 
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The! 'Prcslchm't: This is fine with us. I would suggest that Dr. Kissinger 
come to the Soviet Union sometime in the spring, prior to your visit, 
Mr. General Secretary, so that there would be no difficulty later. 

\ 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Agree. 

The Secretary: But this time I will go to Leningrad! I believe we 
should give this agreement in principle to our Geneva negotiators to work 
on it for two or three months in order to develop all the details, and 
then we can finish whatever is left when I come to the Soviet Union in 
the spring, so that the agreement can be signed in the summer. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: When would Dr. Kissinger come to Moscow? 

The Secretary; Perhaps in early April. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: That would be all right with us. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: So, Mr. President, this meeting was not 
in vain! 

The President: Certainly not, it has been very constructive. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Mr. President, we have another souvenir 
for you, this time from a lo<;.:al artist. It is a portrait of you made of 
inlaid wood. 

The President: Thank you very much, but this portrait makes me much 
more handsome, and Mrs. Ford will think she is married to a new man. 
It is really amazing how an artist can find different shades of wood to 
render the color of the skin, hair, and eyes. This is really true art! 

Ambassador Dobrynin: Well, Mr. President, this man found a picture 
of you in a newspaper, and frankly speaking not a very good picture, 
and did this portrait from it. He then sent the portrait to comrade Brezrmev 
and asked him if he would like to pres ent it to you. 

The President: Well, I would like to meet the artist and 6ank him 
personally, if that is possible. 

Ambassador Dobrynin: I don't know where he lives, but I'm sure we can 
find him. Mr. Aleksandrov can do that. . . 
The President: But I don't \vant to make too much trouble for you, so 
perhaps you can find out his address and I will \v::.-ite him a note. 
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Yes. that might be simpler. 

The Secretary: Time is getting short, so may I raise a few practical 
questions before we move to the next topic. My impression is that you, 
Mr. Presid'rnt, and the General Secretary have agreed that a separate 
statement on strategic arms limitation \yill be issued in addition to the 
communique. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: That's right. 

The Secretary: We can ask Sonnenfeldt and Kornienko to work on this. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: That would be finc. We have a draft of such 
a statel'?ent that is based on the draft you had given us • 

.The Secretary: We should release this statement a few hours before 
the President departs, so that our press can use it. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Simultaneously with the communique? 

The Secretary: Yes, at the same time. Then, perhaps during the banque 
1 can brief the press. Our press will leave with the President and wonlt 
have opportunity to file unless it gets the statement before then. 

Foreign Minister Grornyko: That is entirely up to you. 

The Secretary: Perhaps we can release the communique sometime 
around 3 o'clock with an embargo until 5 o'clock? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: No, that would be too early. I suggest that th 
embargo be until 6 O'clock, because otherwise our press in Moscow, 
given the time differential, will have problems. 

The Secretary: That wouldn't make any difference to us. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Well, then, it will be still better if we 
embargo until 7 olclock local time. 

The Secretary: No problerr... Where is the signing of the communique 
to take place? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Here, in this room. 
. . 

The Secretary: As regards numbers, Mr. President, my instinct is 'th2_t 
you will have to brief congressional leaders. Thus the figures will 
come out,. but only 2400 and-1320 and not those about bombers. 
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Foreign Minister Gro11.iyko: This is !lot a good idea, because there is 
much yet to be clarified. After aU, the agreelnent will be signed only 
in the future. 

The Secretary: But we can use the language we suggested without 
figures, can't we? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Yes. 

The Secretary: All right, but after the President talks with congressiona 
leaders the numbers are bound to come out. 

The President: The document we're issuing will have to refer to 
equivalence regarding both missiles and MIRVs, 

Mr. Aleksandrov (who had just joined the group): "vVe have language on 
this point. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Perhaps Mr. Sonnenfeldt can now meet with 
Kornienko to work on the text. 

The Secretary: As regards the communique, there are two points that 
are still unresolved. 

(At this point the Secretary asked General Scowcroft to join the U. S. groD 

• 
General Secretary Brezhnev: Perhaps after our return to Moscow and 
Washington respectively we could exchange, through our embassies, 
aide-memoires on the figures we have arrived at. 

The Secretary: Yes, that is very important. 

The President: We will do this as soon as the Secretary returns from 
his trip. 

The Secretary: A week from tomorrow, would that be all right? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Agree. 

The Secretary: We would state it exactly as t.he General Secretary has 
summed it up. 

. . 
Foreign Minister Gromyko: Yes. 

The Secr~tary: To return to the communique, perhaps \ve could 
complete it now and then we could discuss other subjects. I know that 
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General Secretary also want to discuss a restri.cte 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Then Sonnenfeldt and Kornienko should com 
back to the room. 

The Secretary: Sonnenfeldt yes, but not Kornienko! But maybe they 
deserve each other! 

General Secretary Brezh;nev: They sure do! Mr. President, may I 
excuse myself for 10 or 15 minutes, I have some personal business to 
attend to. 

The President: Pll also leave the room for a while. 

(At this point, Ambassador Stoessel and Assistant Secretary Hartman 
were invited to join the U. S. group.) 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: In the draft communique, you have a bracke", 
reference to strategic arms limitation. I think we should drop it, now 
that there will be a separate statement 011. this subject. 

The Secretary: I think the communique without any reference to the 
most important subject of strategic arms limitation would look rather 
peculiar. I believe we should have some language stating that the 
subject was discussed anq that a separate statement on it is being issued. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: All right, perhaps we can have a sentance 
reading as follows: "A joint statement on the question of limiting offensi\ 
strategic arms is being published separately. II 

The Secretary: That sounds all right. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: As regards Cyprus, perhaps we could use yo 
text but add to it that both the United States and the USSR oppose territori< 
division of Cyprus. Such an addition could be included in the sentence 
which speaks of territorial integrity of Cyprus. 

The Secretary: How would you do it? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Perhaps we could add a separate sentence, 
thing like this: If They expressed themselves against territorial division 
Cyprus in any form. II 

. The Secretary: I believe the point is made in the sentence as it stands 
now~ and I don't think we should prejudge the results of their negotiation::;. 
regarding possible federal or cantonal arrangements. " 
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Foreign Minister Gromyko: But the Turks can partition without saying that 
they are doing so. 

The Secretary: " Our fornlulation takes care of territorial integrity 
and independence. Also, the UN resolution is against partition, so the 
pToblen~ is covered. 

Foreign Minister Gron~yko: But the Turks say that they are acting in 
accordance with the UN resolution although in fact they are not. We know 
that what the Turks are doing is not what those who voted for the resolution 
had in mind. 

The Secretary: I believe both sides are about to engage in negotiations, 
and we should not make their work more difficult. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: My point will strengthen the position of both sic 

The Secretary: Considering that our two principals will have no 

opportunity to discuss Cyprus, I believe this is as far as we can go. 


Foreign Minister Gromyko: Well, perhaps we could add to your sentence 
at least the words "and will make every effort in that direction. II 

The Secretary: That I could accept. 

Foreign 1viinister Gromyko: What about withdrawal of troops? 

The Secretary: I believe this is as far as we can go. So now you can tell 
the Greeks that we oppose withdrawal, and that will make you very popular 
with them. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: May I suggest a three-minute break before 
we turn to the Middle East section of the communique? 

Sure• 
.\. 

"0\ (While Gromyko was consulting with his associates, the President carne 
~) back into the room. In talking with Sukhodrev, the President recalled his 

. .;:/ 1958 trip to Moscow, during which -- although he \>,-as a junior lnem.ber of 
/~/ 	 the Congressionalgra:p re vas \VUh- - he and Mrs. Ford were given the plushest 

accommodations at the Ul<raina Hotel. The President commented that the 
only explanation one could think of was that \'vhoever was making the arp:!..nge 
ments on the Soviet side thought that Congressman Ford from lvUchigan rnus
De related to Henry Ford from Michigan. When Brezhrtev also returned to 
the room, in the course of a -chat with the President he snggested that 
they go sightseeing in Vladivostok. The President accepted the invitation. ) 
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General Secretary Brezhnev: I believe we should finish discussing the 
basic issues and then have lunch. Thereafter, I would suggest that we 
allocate an hour or so for visiting V1adivoslok. 

\ 

The President: That \vould be excellent. 

The Secretary: Perhaps the Foreign Minister and I could come along, in 
a separate car? 

General Secretary Brezhnev: All right, let's go together. 

The Secretary: I'm simply trying to figure out the time when I can 
brief the press, so that they can file their stories. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: 'When would you like to do it? 

The Secretary: At 3 or 3:30. Perhaps while you are having lunch. 

General Secretary Brezlu1ev: No objection. 

The Secretary: 
time embargo. 

So I'll brief the press at 3:30 with a 7 pm Vladivostok 
When would the signing take place? 

Foreign Minister Gromyko:. Right after lunch. 

The President: All right. And afterwards we would go to Vladivostok 
and then depart? 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Yes, after Vladivostok we will go straight 
to the train. Shall we discuss the Middle East now? 

The President: May I suggest that we discuss that special matter first. 
During that discussion, I would like on~y Dr. Kissinger, General Scowcroft, 
and myself to be present. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: On our side we'll have only myself. Grornyko, 
Dobrynin an~ Aleksandrov. 
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PAR TICIPANTS: Leonid I. Brezhnev, General Secretary of 

the Central Committee of the CPSU 


Andrey A. Gromyko, Member of the Politburo 
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Minister of Foreign Affairs of the USSR 

Ambassador Anatoliy F. Dobrynin, Ambassador to 
the United States 

Andrey M. Aleksandrov-Ag'ntov, Assistant to 
the General Secretary 

Viktor M. Sukhodrev, Interpreter 

Pre sident Gerald R. Ford 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State and 

Assistant to the President for National 
Security Affairs 

Lt. General Brent Scowcroft, Deputy As sistant 
to the President for National Security Affairs 

Ambassador Walter J. Stoessel, Jr., U. S. 
Ambassador to the USSR 

DATE & TIME: 	 Sunday - November 24, 1974 
1:40 	- 2:05 p. m. 

PLACE: 	 Okeanskaya Sanatorium 

N ear Vladivostok 


SUBJECT: 	 Nuclear War 

President: Shortly after I 	became President, Dr. Kissinger briefed me 
some on what you and President Nixon discussed. I would like to know 
more about what you told President Nixon, and then I would like to ask 
some questions. There are some things I have to get straight in my 
mind. Then we could go to negotiations, or whatever. But first I need 
to know more about what you discussed. 
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Brezhnev: This was in the Crimea. As I am at all times, I was guided 
by the basic principle that there would be no nuclear war between us or 
nuclear war in the world in ge'neral. I told President Nixon that there 
are some countries which had not joined the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

, and do not observe it. Therefore a situation could arise where you or 
we could be threatened with a nuclear attack. I thought it might be good 
for us to conclude a treaty dealing only with a nuclear attack on one of 
our countries. IIi the event of a nuclear attack on one, the other would come 
to its aid with a1l the resources at its disposal. 

President Nixon, I recall) ,said that this was interesting and that he would 
look further into it. I had some further talks with Dr. Kissinger on this 
[in Moscow on October 26], but for various reasons' nothing came of it. 
That is where we stand. 

In the preamble we could say something like: we are aware of what a 
nuclear war would mean in such circumstances and, desirous to avoid 
such an event, the two side's, etcetera. We could do it so as to avoid 
giving offense to allies ~- and in fact it would give a reassura.nce of 
protection to our allie,e. ' 

President: As I told you, I was briefed on this in general terms. I want 
to ask a couple of questions, and then Dr. Kissinger and Minister Gromyko 
can discuss it further. ' 

I agree with President Nixon; it is an interesting idea. One question is, 
does it mean strategic nuclear attack, tactical nuclear attack, or any 
nuclear attack? 

Brezhnev: Under the treaty we would each agree not to use nuclear weapons 
against anyone. 

President: They would be defensive only? 

Brezhnev: Yes. 

I agree to Dr. Kissinger continuing with subsequent discussions. My 
concept is related to any use of nucleaT weapons.' What is the difference 
whether they are tactical or strategic-? Because in either case there 
would be a nuclear war, and we want to prevent that. 

'fOP S:eOREY/SENSITIVE/EXCLUSIVELY EYES ONLY 
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President: I asked because I wanted to know if it were a tactical nuclear 
attack whether it would be an "all-force reaction," and I wondered whether 
the response to different kinds of attack should be different. That is of 
some importance. 

Brezhnev: The important thing is not to have a nuclear attack on us or 
our allies. If we entered this kind of an arrangement, nuclear war would 
be impossible for decades to come. The basic thing is to talk the general 
concept. We can then work on the details and go into it deeper. 

President: Let me ask: what about an attack by a nuclear power on a third 
party that is not an ally? What would be the situation? 

Brezhnev: It is hard to give a precise answer. Perhaps we could agree 
to enter consultations as the best course. A lot would depend on who 
attacked whom. This proposal hasn't been elaborated in detail. But since 
the United State s and the Soviet Union are the most important powers, an 
agreement like this between us would eliminate nuclear war for many 
years to come. 

Pre sident: We do want to ptevent nuclear war, and your country and mine 
have a great responsibility.i '''We should talk further. 'Meanwhile, I think 
we should make a majo.:r effort to get the laggards tos~gn the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty. There are some lagg~rds. 

Brezhnev: I fully agree. 

President: Let's have it between Dr. Kissinger and your 'Ambassador to 
work on that. 

Brezhnev: We are putting the Non-,Proliferation Treaty into the communique. 

Let's think about it little by little. It should be discussed energetically. 

[The private conversation ended and the principals rejoined the larger meeting.] 
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General Secretary Brezhnev: The. Middle East question is a complex one. 
We faced its complexity a long time ago, at the outset of the conflict. 
When I was in Washington, I told 1vlr. Nixon, \vith Dr. Kissinger present, 
that this was a very explosive area and that lueasures should be taken to 
achieve a just solution. That statement was not sufficiently taken into 
account and ultimately war broke out. Dr. Kissinger knows well that 
for a long time we have been taking a position of restraining the Arabs 
and have never instigated anyone. It is no accident that after the war 
had broken out we both acted in the Security Council, which then passed 
a resolution. Thus we became in effect guarantors of peace in the area. 
At that time we acted both together, but later this fell apart. I don't 
want to offend anyone or to make any complaints, but Dr. Kissinger 
apparently thought he could do it himself. There was a time when the 
Arabs, too, perhaps were hoping that a solution could be achieved and 
made certain concessions. But it is now quite clear that unless a solution 
is found, there will be war again. I was ill when the Rabat Conference 
took place but read the communique later. That conference reaffirmed 
the Arab position regarding a peaceful settlement, territorial integrity, 
and so forth. If we act together vis-a-vis both the Arabs and Israel, 
we can find a fair solution -- if we don't, there will be war. Of 
course, you may disagree. But the fact is that this is a very large 
area, which includes many countries -- Syria, Iraq, Egypt, Algeria, Israel. 
We should really have pity for the people in that area. As for the USSR, 
it has no special interests there. I need not tell you that we are not 
buying or selling anything special in that area. The fundamental.issue is 
that of Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories. This is a complex 
problem and we ought to find out who will make what concessions. This is 
why the Geneva Conference should meet as frequently as possible. 
(Dobrynin whispered to Gromyko that Brezhnev should have said flas soon 
as possible" rather than lias frequently as possible" because the Conference 
had not yet begun, but Gromyko retorted that Brezhnev's formulations 
covered that point too.) 11m sure a solution can be found at the negotiating 
table. 

The President: I share the view that political cooperation between the 
United States and the Soviet Union is absolutely important in this 
extremely volatile area of the world. We did cooperate in preparations 
for UN Resolution 338, and we do believe that joint efforts of all nations 
to solve aU'the problems in this area are possible and perhaps necessary. 
At the same time, however, we believe that it is necessary first to lay 
the groundwork for such efforts. So we are not against the Geneva Conference 
but believe that it should convene at the proper time. Total involvement 
by all is also not possible for our dOITlestic political reasons. If we 'c'an 
agree on cooperating as we did in the Plst, and if groundwork is laid4c:::.i 
the outset, we can move to·the. Geneva Conference at an appropria 
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The Secretary: It is not correct to say that we thought we could do 
it all alone. We always knew there was a limit to what could or should 
be done by us alone. We only thought that by our efforts we could 
achieve a certain disengagement of forces, also involving some withdrawal 
of Israeli forces. So we did not believe that a global solution should be 
sought from the outset. And never did we have any idea that we were 
competitors of the Soviet Union in the area or that it should be expelled. 
from there. I discussed this with Ambassador Dobrynin many times on 
behalf of the President. In the final analysis, it is we and no one else 
who has to pressure Israel, but every time we do it, there are political 
difficulties. That is why we cannot push for a 40-point program. Vie 
have to keep our opponents divided. 

General Secretary Brezhnev; Well, what should we do? Wbat can we 
do to prevent another war? 

The President: We have the same objective of preventing another war 
in the Middle East. I believe we should resume an active exchange of 
ideas betviI'een Dr. Kissinger and Ambassador Dobrynin regarding our 
further actions, because time can escape us. We must discuss the 
tactical situation in the Middle East and how to handle it. I think this 
should be in the hands of Dr. Kissinger and Ambas sado l' Dobrynin. 

General Secretary Brezhn~v: There would be no harm in that, but we at 
the highest level should know what to do. Neither Dobrynin nor 
Kissinger could do it alone. You and I ultimately will have to decide 
what to do. 

The President: Mr. General Secretary, I believe both of us recognize 
the danger in this situation and we agree that there is a great need for 
political cooperation between you and me. We agree that at least some 
preliminary steps are required for the Geneva Conference. If we 
agree on this framework, then Ambassador Dobrynin and Dr. Kissinger 
could develop the details in exchanging information as to what to do to . 
prevent anothe r war. 

(Brezhnev whispered to Gromyko that perhaps he should agree because 
he could not see what else could be done. ) 

The President: To keep it at a high level, let us exchange letters 
that would serve as guideposts for the Dobrynin-Kissinger exchange 
I suggested. 

~;--::-.
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General Secretary Brezhnev: I do not exclude this p,ossibili~?but I ~ 
must admit that I have a feeling of dissatisfaction. It seems &l;ear ~ 
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tl"lat '\ve do not have the same appreciation of the problem and that our 
approaches to it differ. The situation in this area is poisoning the 
general atmosphere of detente, which - whether we want it or not -
affects both of us. 

The President: I don't agree that the approaches we are suggesting are 
so different that they should destroy the atmosphere of detente. We can 
and will cooperate and I don't think that relatively minor disagreements 
in this area could have such a negative effect on detente and its development. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Of course, what is of a fundamental, world
wide, importance are our basic relations and accords. Nevertheless, the 
situation in this corner of the world must be peaceful, because -  as I 
said before -  there are many states in that area. 

The President: Of course, the situation there does worry me, because 
any throwing of fuel on the fire in that area affects negatively our 
cooperation there. Just as you said, I don't want to offend or accuse 
anyone either, but it is imperative to recognize that greatly controlled 
restraint is required in that area. And we do want to exercis e such 
restraint. So I believe that if we could exchange letters and pursue 
the Kissinger-Dobrynin channel, we could lower the temperature in 
the area and prevent war. One final point. We have a very difficult 
problem at home with which I am sure you are familiar. If we are to 
move towards a solution and prevent war in the Middle East, we have 
to work with that group. I suggest, Mr. General Secretary, that 
perhaps we should now turn to the question of the European Security 
Conference, a subject in which we both are very interested. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Let's do that. 

The President: We hope that there can be some real movement in 
this area. I believe we have to work between ourselves to reach possible 
solutions, and I think we can do it. What is your view as to what should 
be done to move the Conference to its final successful conclusion? 

General Secretary Brezhnev: :Mr. President, I would like to turn 
this question back to you. There are a lot of artificial, invented issues 
in Geneva. All issues regarding security have been practically solved, 
but what is braking progress is the so-called Basket III. Let's clean 
up that basket and everything will be solved. What is the United States 
concern in this area? 

The Secretary: I would like to see 
so that I can visit it. , 
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General Secretary BrezlLTlev: Give us time to build it. 

The Secretary: . May I ask what you discussed with Schmidt, since he 
will be visiting the President in a couple of weeks. As I told you in 
October, we would be prepared to talk with Schmidt and Giscard to 
expedite matters. But in order not to work at cross purposes, it would 
be useful to know what you discussed with Schmidt. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Generally speaking, S,chmidt did not 
object to concluding the conference. In essence, what the Germans are 
concerned about is the question of reunification. (Gromyko corrected 
Brezhnev's terminology by saying that the issue in question was that of 
peaceful change of boundaries.) So the question is where to place this 
point in the document. The basic principle is that borders should be 
inviolable and that states are to remain independent. A reference to 
peaceful change of boundaries could be placed somewhere, but the Germans 
came up with language the effect of which is to suggest that the primary 
purpose of international law is change of boundaries. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: I fully agree with comrade Brezhnev's commen 
I must also say that as of late the United States influence of the conference 
has diminished and that somehow the United States has become passive 
in Geneva. We regard this as part of United States policy. When the 
United States wanted to give a push to the conference. it did it rather 
well. Dr. Kissinger will remember that when the question of principles 
was discussed, more specifically that of non-interference, the United State 
acted together with us and we succeeded in persuading others. But 
recently the situation has deteriorated. To turn to specific issues, I 
want to point out that neither in joint Soviet-American nor in separate 
United States documents is there specific reference to the United States 
endorsing the holding of the third stage of the conference a~ the highest leve 
Even in today's communique there's no such reference. This is my 
first point. My second point is that United States representatives in 
Geneva either don't have or, if they do, are concealing and not implementin 
instructions to bring the conference to an end as soon as possible. All 
delegations should be instructed to conclude the conference by say 
January 1 or 15, or some other specific date. Many delegations are 
looking to you for taking the lead. 

The Secretary: Here's another complaint in addition to several others. 

Never before did I hear praise for our cooperation, but at least today, 

several months later, we heard that we had done something. But may I


• 
return to the statement on strategic arms lim,itation and raise one ,._-:: 

question.' As I understand.. the Soviet side does not wish to say ~t·' '-Jtf{j 


both sides have agreed to "equal aggregates" and is prepared to i~f1Y only 

"certain agreed levels. :I \" 
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General Secretary Brezhnev: What l s wrong with this formulation, 
what is your difficulty with it? 

The Secretary:' We can accept it, but you will have to understand 
that in the press briefing today and in the President's meeting with 
congressional leaders we will have to say that the numbers would be 
equal. for otherwise there would be an explosion. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: But you won't mention any figures, will you? 

The Secretary: We will state no figures, but we will have to say that 
they will be equal. Otherwise, even before the President returns home, 
there will be a great deal of criticism., which ,,,ill destroy the effect of 
what we achieved last night and this morning. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: This is your business. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: That's right, that's up to you. 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: To continue, all delegations in Geneva should 
be instructed to finish the conference by a certain definite date. It 
would be good if we here could agree to act in such a way as to end Stage II 
by January 1 and have Stage III take place at the highest level sometime in 
January. As regards Basket Ill, the United States has demonstrated 
some sober judgment. But yvhy do certain countries insist on imposing 
on others foreign institutions, even organizations managed by foreigners? 
Why should someone come as guest if he is not invited? We will have a 
cabaret if we want it. 'I1'1at's my third point. My fourth point is regarding 
the question of borders. The main aspect of this problem, that is 
inviolability, has been agreed upon and there are no difficulties. As to 
peaceful change, one question is where to place that point. But then a new 
formulation appeared and the Germans told us that it was the United States 
who had proposed it. In his conversations with us, Dr. Kissinger was 
indignant and said that this was an FRG and not a United States proposal. 
Nevertheless, this nev,' language has been floating around ever since, 
and its thrust is that the main purpose of international law is change of 
borders. Let us jointly convince the FRG not to drag out this issue. 
Now let me turn to my fifth point. It relates to the issue of the 
significance of principles. Some maintain that all principles, be they on 
cabarets or on inviolability of borders, are of equal significance. Of 
course, one cannot agree to this proposition. But this is exactly what 
some are trying to hnpose on us. In our view, all principles should be 
strictly observed, so let us both pursue this line, not only in the coi·tidors 
but at the negotiating table as well. Now to my sixth point. In Gen.e~~~~f:i;::.:-.. 
certain rnea.sures relating to.. military detente have been under dis{:\i-ssio!t<~
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They pertain to such things as maneuvers and movement of troops. As 
regards Inovernent of troops, it seems that this issue is being left for 
the future, but on maneuvers some people want us to give information 
about everything that goes on in the area up to the Urals, even as 
regards the activities of small units. In our view, a solution of this 
problem should be such as would lessen tensions and suspicions. 
But the approach I just referred to would have the contrary result. 
Long ago, we agreed on exchanging observers at maneuvers, but 
now this issue threatens to becom.e an obstacle, because it is artifically 
exagerat ed. So efforts should be made to resolve all these issues. 
Otherwise, the conference will not be concluded. 

The Secretary: I will not give a six-point answer, partly because SOlne 
of the issues are so complicated that I have a hard tilne understanding them. 
In fact, I believe that Mr. Gromyko is the only Foreign Minister who 
understands all the issues. My comments will relate to three points: first, 
principles; second, Basket Ill; and third, movement of troops. The 
problem of principles is essentially a German problem. The issue of equal 
validity or placement is a mystery to me, it is one that required Kantian 
education to understand. We do not believe that it can have any effect 
on the real situation, because no one will change the borders merely 
because the word IIonlyfl appears at the end of a CSCE document. As the 
President said, he will raise this question with Schmidt and try to convince 
the Germans to review their position. The then we will inform you. 

The President: I will meet with Schmidt and Giscard and will discuss 
these CSCE issues with them in order to try to develop a method for 
solving all the points raised by the Foreign Minister. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Pll make only a few brief comments, since 
comrade Gromyko has made a full presentation on this problem. I 
was pleased to see in one of your letters, Mr. President, the statement 
that you will seek the earliest conclusion of the Geneva conference and 
then sign the documents at the highest level. 11m a businesslike man and 
I believe you. I hope, therefore, that every effort will be made to this 
end. Do you think that the conference could be concluded by January l, 
with the final stage at the highest level taking place in January? 

The Secretary: Absolutely impossible. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: Why? 

The Secretary: Let's be realistic. The second reading of Basket IU ' 
has not yet been completed. In fact, you still owe us some formulatiol~s 
regarding that Basket. So, rr::alistically, the conference could be concluded 
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by the end of March, with Stage II terminating by 1re 
Stage III taking place in March or April. 

end of February and 

Foreign Minister Gromyko: Can we agree that Stage II should end in the 
second half of February? 

The Secretary: With a major effort. perhaps that might be possible, 
but we will be able to give you an honest estimate after our discussions 
with Schmidt and Giscard. To be perfectly frank, there is not one 
United States objective for which we would want to prolong the conference 
but, on the other hand, we don't want to antagonize our allies. We 
believe the conference has been dragging too long and that by now no 
one really understands the issues, except perhaps Gromyko. 

General Secretary Gromyko: Can we have at least a tentative date? 

The Secretary: Perhaps March or April. 

The PresidenV. I will talk with Schmidt and Giscard and attempt to get 
them to move in this area. 

(At this point, Assistant Secretary Hartman left the room. ) 

The President: Mr. General Secretary, time is pressing and I would like, 
therefore, to turn to some other matters. Regarding our Trade Bill, as 
you know, I worked personally on the Senate to get that bill moved. 
The problem that was holding it up fortunately has been resolved but 
then, unfortunately, one of the members of the Senate mentioned some 
figure neither you nor I had agreed to. I want to assure you that I did 
not authorize any figures, because in our exchanges no figures had been 
mentioned. We only proceed on the basis of three principles. One, that 
there will be no limit on applications; tY"o, that there will be no refusal 
except for security reasons; and three, that there will be no prosecution 
of applicants. But we do not assume any specific figure. Now that the 
Trade Bill has passed the House Finance Committee, I will push it in 
the Senate. I will also push the Export-Import Bank bill so as to resolve 
the credit problem. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: I want to tell you that we are doing no 
such things -  no one is being punished, detained or harrassed, and no 
tax is being levied. But I must point out that the number of applications 
has diminished. hi fact, over the pas t 10 months it has dropped 50% 'a's 
compared with last year. We will give comrade Kissinger information: 
on this subject through Dobrynin. I called Dr. Kissinger comrad;:"p.c...cause . ' / ,-"Hie;.., 
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we cnow''Ijim so well -  we have had something like nine meetings with 
him already and I believe that he's quite satisfied with the way things 
have been going. But to return to our subject, the problem is that now 
there is this figure of 60,000 mentioned by Jackson and we don't have 
as many applications, although I don't have the exact figure at hand. 

In looking back at our discussions, Mr. President, I find them extremely 
useful and productive. I'm very glad to have met you personally, and I . 
think that such meetings can greatly help us in pursuing improvement of 
relations between our two countries. 

The President: I fully agree, Mr. General Secretary, and I'm very 
grateful for your generous hospitality. 

General Secretary Brezhnev; Before we break up and go to lunch, I 
would like to mention the fact that next year will mark the 30th 
anniversary of victory over Germany. We have a number of ideas as 
to how to commemorate this event. Through Dobrynin we will 
communicate to you our views on such activities as could be conducted on 
a joint basis, for example exchange of delegations, appropriate press 
coverage, etc. -  in short, some activities of a public and political 
nature. After all, we were allies during the war. 

The President: This has great merit and Ibelieve we can work out 
something. Now, Mr. General Secretary, I would like to say that I 
believe that this first meeti."rlg has made it possible for me not only to 
meet you but also to establish a relationship with you that I hope will 
grow and receive new impulses at our future meeting. I heard from 
Mr. Nixon and Dr. Kissinger about your dedication to peace on the basis 
of detente between our two countries. Everything Mr. Nixon and 
Dr. Kissinger said has been borne out in these 24 hours. This gives 
me great hope that in the future we will be able to develop detente and 
do what I b'elieve both our countries need. Everything I heard about 
your humanitarian approach proved to be true on the basis of my personal 
encounter. Of course, we have some differences philosophically and 
politically but I hope they can be overcome through progress in all 
areas of relations between our two countries. 

General Secretary Brezh..l1ev: I'm very pleased to hear this and I v/ant 
you to know that I reciprocate in every respect. I believe Dr. Kissinger 
will confirm that if I say something, I always keep my word. I can 
argue and debate, but once I give my word, I stand by it. It is on 
this basis that mutual respect and confidence can thrive. Itl s too bad 
we have been so busy that we had no time for telling jokes, something we 
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Foreign 1viinister GroInyko: We can do it at the next Ineeting. 

The Secretary: - The General Secretary has a big store of jokes. 

The President: Thank you again for the beautiful pipes, you see 
that I've started breaking theIn in. 

General Secretary Brezhnev: We have SOIne additional souvenirs which 
we will deliver at the airport, both for you and your wHe. Please 
convey our best wishes for her recovery. 

The President: You were very kind in sending her best wishes at 
the tiIne of her operation. Thank you very Inuch. 

(At this point, at 3:55 p. In. Brezhnev invited the President and 
others to join hiIn for lunch in an adjacent rOOIn. ) 
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In accordance with the agreement reached during the meeting 
between President Gerald R. Ford and General Secretary of the 
Central Committee of the CPSU L. I. Brezhnev on November 23-24, 
1974, agreed provisions enumerated below will be followed by both 
sides in working out a new agreement on the limitation of strategic 
offensive armaments. 

1. A new agreement will be completed as soon as possible, 
with the objective of signing it in 1975; it will cover the period from 
October 1977 through December 31, 1985, and will incorporate 
relevant provisions of the Interim Agreement of May 26, 1972, 
which will remain in force Witil October 1977. 

2. Based on the principle of equality and equal security of 
both sides, the new agreement will include in particular the following 
limitations which will apply for the duration of the new agreement: 

a. During the time of a new agreement each of the sides 
will be entitled to an aggregate number of delivery vehicles of strategic 
arms not exceeding 2400. This number include s land-based intercontin
ental ballistic missile (ICBMs) launchers, ballistic missile launchers 
op. ~p~p~~:!;i~e~ {SLB?,:f~)~ :!.~cl. 'h.e:::'Y,tj1J' bo:n.bcr:; if the lr..ttcr arc cq~ippcd 
with bombs or air-to-surface missiles with a range not exceeding 600 
kilometers. When a bomber is equipped with air-to-surface missiles 
with a range over 600. kilometers, each of such missiles will be counted 
as one delivery vehicle in the aggregate number (2400). 

b. Within this overall limitation each side will be free to 
determine the composition of the aggregate subject to the agreed 
prohibition on the construction of new land-based ICBM launchers. 

c. Both sides will be limited to no more than 1320 ICBMs 
and SLBMs equipped with multiple independently targetable re-entry 
vehicles (MIRVs); within this total number each side will be entitled 
to determine the types and numbers of missiles equipped with such 
warheads. 

3. The provisions of Article s I and II of the Interim Agreement 
of May 26, 1972 will be incorporated into a new agreement. The Agreed 

. Interpretation and Common Understanding dated May 26, 1972, relating 
to limitations on increasing the dimensions of land-based ICBM launchers 
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4. Subject to the provisions of Articles I and II of the Interim 
Agreement. modernization and replacement of strategic offensive 
armaments. covered by the new agreement, may be undertaken. 

5. A new agreement could also provide for additional limitations 
on deployment of new types of strategic arms during th'e period of its 
effectiveness. . 

6. A n·ew agreement will also include a provision to the effect 
that no later than 1980-81 negotiations should start on further limita
tions and possible reductions of strategic arms. 

7. Negotiations between the delegations of the US and USSR 
to work out a new agreement will resume in Geneva, in January 1975. 
A precise date of their resumption will be agreed upon in the near 
future. 

I( 
December 10, 1974 
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